Summary of Toolkit Feedback

- We shared the latest iteration of the Toolkit with all Expert Panel members, key Power to Decide team members, and all external individuals and organizations interviewed for the Toolkit’s examples.

- In addition to interviewee sign-offs, we received specific feedback from ten individuals:
  - Phil Basso
  - Therese Grant
  - Tara Mancini
  - Becky Griesse
  - Karen Hardee
  - Rachel Ginochio
  - Swannie Jett
  - Kay Johnson
  - Susan Poag
  - Rivka Gordon

- The previous round of feedback focused on flow and clarity.

- On a macro level, this latest round of feedback consisted of experts asking for more depth and specificity in each of their areas of expertise and much of the feedback was positive.

- Feedback quotes include:
  - “I shared some of the earlier draft at two small group CityMatCH meetings. The local teams/leaders working on women’s health projects were very favorable. Good work overall.”
  - “The resort is very comprehensive and includes great strategies...GREAT JOB ON THE TOOLKIT! I’m amazed by the comprehensiveness and knowledge included.”
  - “This is looking really good!”
  - “As I read through the document I reflected on how important and desperately needed this is work is. Thanks!”
  - “The team has done an incredible job.”
  - “I am still unsure about the audience for the toolkit...as it exists, this toolkit is cumbersome and not a practical resource...”